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reduce the queue is to exclude computers from consideration
(for example, those that have no wired interface) [8].
Our techniques work across the Internet by estimating the perflow distribution of inter-arrival times of packets transmitted
over different types of home access networks, as measured by
an investigator at a remote Internet P2P client. Using a set of
traces that we collected, we evaluate the ability of a number of
classifiers to remotely distinguish wired from wireless access
within the same house. We find that our approach for classifying
wired from wireless traffic can work well, but is subject to
several residential factors such as OS network stacks, and cable
modem mechanisms. Our analysis reveals the following:
• We use a simple decision tree classifier that uses remotely
measured traces and identify 25th percentiles or entropy
of inter-arrival times distribution of the traces as classifiI. I NTRODUCTION
cation features, achieving a true positive rate (TPR) of 0.9
Images of child sexual exploitation are common on BitTorto 1.0 and false positive rate (FPR) of 0.0 to 0.1 in our
rent, Gnutella, and other file-sharing networks [6], [11]. The
studies. For Linux, we can precisely classify wired from
end result of network-based investigations of these crimes is
wireless using 25th percentiles or entropy in accordance
evidence that supports a court-issued warrant to enter and search
with a cable network’s state. But for Windows, we can
the home associated with the observed IP address. A common
depend on only entropy as a good classification feature.
alibi is that a third party used the home’s open Wi-Fi. A useful
• We evaluate the cases of single and multiple P2P flows
first step during execution of the warrant would be to determine
from the source, but we find that this distinction does not
if contraband was distributed on the P2P network using the
affect our result. Only the individual throughput of each
house’s Ethernet network, therefore making the resident user
flow has an impact on the classifier.
more likely to be the responsible party, or if Wi-Fi was used
• Our classifier must be trained separately for different
and the alibi is justified. Indeed, drive-by abuse of open Wi-Fi
throughputs from the target; fortunately, this throughput
by criminals has been a documented practice for years [5], [9],
is easily observable at the receiver. Such training can
but methods to distinguish such access are unavailable.
be performed when the search warrant is executed from
This paper investigates methods that use remotely measured
within the house; there is no reason to train a general
traffic to disambiguate wired and wireless residential medium
classifier for all houses ahead of the warrant’s execution.
access. Importantly, we place our work in a practical forensic
Overall, our findings suggest that it is difficult at best to find
setting by constraining our approaches to only use remotely
a foolproof classifier for remote identification in all scenarios.
gathered “plain view” data that can be gathered legally from
Our goal is to determine the scenarios in which network access
p2p networks before a warrant or wiretap is required (in
type can be accurately determined, and to understand when
the US). This constraint distinguishes our work from previous
these techniques cannot be reliably used in other scenarios.
wired/wireless disambiguation research, which has assumed that
Additional results beyond those reported in this paper can be
measurements are taken from the target’s gateway router, which
found in [15].
is not only a much less challenging problem but impractical
from a forensic setting since it violates the Wiretap Act. Our
II. I NVESTIGATIVE M ETHOD AND J USTIFICATION
goal is to provide information to investigators as they execute a
The general criminal procedure for child pornography (CP)
search warrant inside a home. In addition to checking alibis and
supplying information for a suspect’s interview, our techniques cases is as follows.
are also useful for forensic triage. Backlogs of six months 1) Investigators search for content on P2P networks. 2) CP
are typical for criminal forensics labs, and the easiest way to files offered in plain view by a peer, identified by IP address,

Abstract—Thousands of cases each year of child exploitation
on P2P file sharing networks lead from an IP address to a home.
A first step upon execution of a search warrant is to determine if
the home’s open Wi-Fi or the closed wired Ethernet was used for
trafficking; in the latter case, a resident user is more likely to be
the responsible party.
We propose methods that use remotely measured traffic to
disambiguate wired and wireless residential medium access. Our
practical techniques work across the Internet by estimating the perflow distribution of inter-arrival times for different home access
network types. We observe that the change of inter-arrival time
distribution is subject to several residential factors, including differences between OS network stacks, and cable network mechanisms.
We propose a model to explain the observed patterns of inter-arrival
times, and we study the ability of supervised learning classifiers
to differentiate between wired and wireless access based on these
remote traffic measurements.

are downloaded by investigators. 3) The download provides
sufficient probable cause as part of an application for a
magistrate-issued search warrant of the home associated with
the IP address’s billing records. 4) The warrant is issued,
and once inside the home, a triage-style search begins for
evidence associated with CP, which might not be the previously
downloaded content. Users of the home’s computers are
interviewed. 5) Seized devices are sent to an off-site lab for
detailed forensic examination. 6) Evidence found during search
is then used to support a criminal trial for receipt, possession,
or distribution of CP.
The step of searching a home is time consuming. Homes
have an increasing number of devices that can contain evidence,
including small devices with web-browsers, desktops, and
laptops. Investigators have three main triage aims: a) reducing
the numbers of devices that must be examined on-scene since
warrants are time-limited; b) reducing the number of devices
that must be sent to an off-site central forensics lab for in-depth
examination since work queues are months-long; and c) quickly
locating a subset of evidence, if it exists, so as to obtain an
admission of guilt by a suspect via an interview. All these
practical goals are met more efficiently by knowing whether a
computer used over the Internet is likely wired or wireless.
Our goal is to examine whether it is possible to remotely infer
the target’s access type. Our technique would be used as follows.
During Step 1) above, investigators would keep a packetlevel trace of the file download, which is already common
practice. Using the packet-level trace, investigators identify a
criminal’s computer setting (such as OS network stacks and
P2P applications), and characterize the download throughput
and concatenation rate (as we will see in Section V). This
information is not a part of the warrant application. During Step
3), the classifier is trained, which can be completed in minutes
with a pre-configured program and a laptop with both wired and
wireless interfaces. The pre-configured program regenerates
the flow, having equivalent throughput and concatenation rate
observed in Step 1) via wired and wireless interfaces. The
results of classification tests are used on scene to inform triage
and user interviews. We note that it would only reduce accuracy
to pre-train a classifier from general Internet scenarios.
Importantly, our collection takes place at the investigator’s
end host. This measurement is possible without warrant or
wiretap since the investigator is a party to the communication.
In contrast, previous work proposes to collect packets at a
network gateway, which is illegal in our forensics context. It is
also impractical as investigators cannot know which gateway
until they have a suspect; going back to the gateway after the
suspect has uploaded the CP to the investigator is too late.
A number of legal issues restrict the initial process of
gathering the data we use to infer a target’s medium access
type [2], [4]. First, US law prohibits government search and
seizure of evidence without a warrant if and only if the source of
the data has a reasonable expectation of privacy (REP) [4]. US
courts have found consistently that users of P2P file sharing
networks have no REP when investigators are peers in the
network; see U.S. v. Breese, 2008 WL 1376269 and U.S. v.

Gabel, 2010 WL 3927697. Collecting information at a user’s
gateway without a warrant is certainly illegal.
Second, prior to obtaining a warrant, law enforcement
cannot use technology that is not in “general public use”
to obtain information that would otherwise be unavailable.
This restriction is a result of Kyllo v. U.S., 533 U.S. 27
(2001). For example, recently the court ruled that software
designed for law enforcement to monitor activity on P2P
networks does not violate 4th Amendment protections since
if it follows the protocol as any peer on the network does.
Similarly, in Massachusetts v. Karch (2011), the court ruled
that law enforcement programs that do not search the remote
computer, but “merely gather and evaluate publicly available
information with greater efficiency and with an eye toward
obtaining evidence of criminal activity” do not violate Kyllo,
even if the software itself is unavailable for general public use.
Related work, in Section VI, that has been motivated by
network monitoring and measurement is also governed by
several US federal laws. Sicker et al. [10] provide an excellent
overview and discussion of these laws and their consequences
for the network traffic measurement research community.
Criminal investigations are not included in that analysis since
they lack the provider protection motive, which is measurement
with the aim of protecting the network infrastructure, e.g.,
detecting or characterizing network attacks. In monitoring
settings, clients typically consent to monitoring by the provider
as part of an acceptable use policy.
Information gathered in a criminal investigation ideally meets
the standards of criminal trials (beyond a reasonable doubt).
However, information that meets the probable cause (PC)
standard used to issue search warrants is still useful. There is no
quantification of PC by courts; often it is defined qualitatively as
a “fair probability”; see U.S. v. Sokolow, 490 U.S. 1 (1989). We
evaluate our work with these standards in mind by quantifying
true and false positive rates. Finally, we note that we expect
that the techniques we introduce in this paper are most useful
as simple, practical information to inform the process of search
and triage, as noted above, rather than as evidence.
III. P ROBLEM S TATEMENT

Fig. 1.

An illustration of our expected network topology.

Our problem setting is illustrated in Fig. 1. As described in
Section II, we begin by assuming that investigators have already
identified a peer, denoted as A in the figure, who is a target
that uploads illegal content to the investigator. Our challenge
is to determine whether A is connected to the home AP via a
wireless 802.11 network or via a wired Ethernet. Investigators,
denoted as B in the figure, can make this determination using
only traces measured from a remote location.

We assume the AP used by A is connected to the Internet
via a cable modem (CM). The coordination system of a
regional head-end, known as a Cable Modem Termination
System (CMTS), regulates the use of upstream and downstream
bandwidth based on A’s level of contracted service with
the cable network service provider. The CM communicates
with the CMTS using the Data Over Cable Service Interface
Specification (DOCSIS) [1] protocol stack. In the downstream
direction, the CMTS broadcasts data and control frames to
a set of CMs. The upstream channel consists of a stream of
time-slots shared among CMs. Using the DOCSIS, the CMTS
replants to CM time-slots requests and grants time-slots to
the CM using MAP messages every 2ms. Once the CM has
acquired time-slots from the CMTS, it usually transmits a
TCP segment per DOCSIS frame. In the case of congestion,
the CM can buffer multiple TCP segments and concatenate
the segments in a DOCSIS frame after waiting for a longer
time-slot-granting delay. One manifestation of buffering at the
CM has been recently noted in bufferbloat [3].
We consider measurements taken at B, where an investigator
can legally make such measurements. B records the interarrival times of TCP data packets sent from A during filesharing uploads to B. To provide the most general solution, we
assume the investigator outside of the cable network performs
measurement from a typical Internet end-point, and not a
gateway router or other specialized device, and B has rich,
high-speed connectivity to the Internet. A’s traffic will be
transmitted through the cable network and then through a
number of additional networks before arriving at B.

Multiple flows from A. A P2P peer often exchanges data
with multiple peers simultaneously. Since upstream bandwidth
is shared among these multiple flows, each individual flow
will experience a lower throughput than in a single flow
scenario. This decreased throughput is evidenced in a decreased
burst size and increased inter-burst spacing. We find, however,
that for accurate classification, we only need determine (by
measurement) the throughput of a target flow; the number of
competing flows need not be known.
TCP algorithms with its send buffer size. The TCP algorithms with its send buffer size play an important role
in determining the burst size. Linux has a large maximum
send buffer size and disables Nagle’s algorithm by default.
Consequently, Linux’s burst sizes adaptively change over
congestion window; conversely, Windows’s burst size is often
equal to its very small default send buffer size of 8 KB [7] due
to Winsock buffering, which also makes segment inter-arrival
times not affected by Nagle’s algorithm.
In [15], we also consider P2P application rate limit and
wireless channel contention as other factors to segment interarrival times.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT AND METHODOLOGY
This section describes the experimental setting in which
we obtained measurement traces. Our experiments do not
include results from law enforcement trials. It would violate
IRB protocols to experiment on Internet users without consent.
A. Experimental setting

A. Factors Affecting TCP segment spacing and burst size
Since we will use the inter-arrival times between segments to
Fig. 2. Our measurement network topology for experiments.
distinguish between wired and wireless access in the sender’s
Fig. 2 illustrates the experimental setting for our packet
home, let us next consider how the TCP and DOCSIS protocols measurements. We have two monitoring points: Bsniff , and
shape the time between transmission of A’s TCP segments. Bremote . Node A generates TCP traffic to Bremote using iPerf
TCP’s sliding window algorithm typically results in bursts to transmit TCP data at the maximum rate possible; hence the
of packets that are sent with only short inter-departure times TCP transmit queue is never starved for data. At Bsniff we place
between back-to-back segments. These bursts are then separated a sniffer that captures frames before they are transmitted via the
by a relatively longer interval of time, while the sender waits CM. We stress that Bsniff is used here only for experimental
for the receiver’s ACK.
research purposes here; as discussed above, our practical
When the CM transmits segments, the inter-departure time forensic setting would preclude making measurements at this
between two segments can be different from those segments’ point in practice. Our classification results are performed using
inter-arrival time to the CM. These changes can be small or only traces gathered at Bremote .
significant, and can depend on the level of congestion in the
Bremote is located at the Univ. of Massachusetts Amherst.
cable network. Since the segments’ inter-arrival times to the A is located in ten houses in a town near UMass Amherst,
CM follow their departure from the (wired or wireless) access using Comcast’s residential cable network. The number of hops
network to the CM, and since our goal is to distinguish between between A and Bremote varies, as determined via traceroute.
wired and wireless access times based on these inter-arrival We used node C as the sink for TCP flows originating at A that
times, we will focus on segments whose inter-departure time compete with traffic to B. C was located at Purdue University.
from the CM closely matches their inter-arrival time to the AP is the link type we seek to classify. A’s connection to AP
CM. In Section VI.A we present key insights that allow us was either IEEE 802.11g with 54 Mbps or 1 Gbps Ethernet
to identify segments whose inter-departure time is relatively in our study. For 802.11g measurement, we located A less
unchanged from their inter-arrival time.
than 1m away from the AP to obtain the wireless traces
Several other factors found in a typical setting also affect least distinguishable from wired traces. During wireless traffic
TCP burst sizes and segment inter-arrival times at the CM.
generation, we also captured background wireless traffic via

another laptop’s monitor mode and the measured background
Based on our packet-spacing-model for residential traffic
traffic was commonly less than 1 Mbps.
[15], we characterize a target TCP flow using burst size,
The Comcast cable network supports DOCSIS v2.0 with throughput, and concatenation rate.
4 ticks per time-slot as an upstream modulation and 8,160 bytes Burst size observed at Bsniff . α denotes the burstiness of
as a maximum burst frame size. Thus, we can instantaneously a segment arrival process to the CM after leaving the host
computer but before reaching the CM. Using the dataset
see an upstream throughput up to 10 Mbps, although the measured at B , we calculate α as
sniff
!
upstream capacity of a contract is 3 Mbps.
no. of inter-arrival times below 1ms at Bsniff
We varied the experimental environment as follows.
.
α=
total number of inter-arrival times at Bsniff
Single flow vs. multiple flows. We separately evaluated cases
of single and multiple competing TCP flows. In the single flow In our setting, 802.11g uses neither the RTS/CTS option
case, A generated a single TCP flow sent to Bremote . In the nor CTS protection but supports frame-burst. Since 802.11g
multiple flow case, A generated one TCP flow sent to Bremote spends 322µs on transmitting a full-sized TCP segment without
and four competing TCP flows in parallel that were sent to C. random-backoff and frame-burst, most short inter-departure
These five flows generated from A were delivered to a single times in a burst are less than 1ms at Bsniff . We stress α would
not be used during a forensic investigation, nor do we employ it
CM via either wired or wireless access.
Linux vs. Windows. Our traffic source was either Ubuntu in our classification procedure. However, we will find it useful
with Linux Kernel 2.6.22 or Windows Vista at node A. Linux to use α to explain our classifier results, as α characterizes
Kernel 2.6.22 uses CUBIC and Windows Vista uses CTCP. the burstiness of the (unobservable) source.
Since Kernel 2.4, Linux takes 4 KB as minimum, 16 KB as Throughput observed at Bremote . We calculate an average
default, and 4 MB as maximum, and TCP dynamically adjusts A-to-Bremote throughput observed at Bremote (denoted by T ).
the size of the send buffer based on these three values. Windows We will see that a flow with a lower throughput is more likely
Vista has a TCP send buffer size of 8 KB by default; the same to have more good inter-arrival times than a flow with a higher
8 KB default is also found in Windows XP and Windows 7. throughput, and thus is more likely to result in more accurate
Each above experiment setting was performed ten times for classification. T is an important flow attribute to be considered
10 sec, 1 min, or 10 mins. We captured a target flow via tcpdump in assessing the classification accuracy in Step 1). During Step
at Bsniff and Bremote and then derived inter-arrival time datasets. 3), T would be used to generate a flow observed in step 1).
We calculated the inter-arrival time as the time interval between Concatenation rate observed at Bremote . A flow’s concatenation rate (denoted by β) is the fraction of segment interthe first bit of a first packet and the first bit of a second packet of arrival times at B
remote that indicate that these two segments
two back-to-back TCP segments and considered only segments were concatenated in a single DOCSIS frame by the CM. We
that experienced neither retransmission nor loss.
calculateβ using the dataset measured at Bremote as 
V. E VALUATION OF C LASSIFIER P ERFORMANCE

β=

no. of inter-arrival times below 1ms at Bremote
total number of inter-arrival times at Bremote

.

A receiver can easily identify concatenated TCP segments as
those segments having an inter-arrival time of less than 1ms
since the CM must wait for at least 2ms to be granted a time
slot from the CMTS. As we will see, the value of β will be
an important factor in deciding whether to use percentiles or
entropy values of the inter-arrival time distribution observed at
A. Experimental procedure
Bremote as classification features.
For each experimental trace, we trained and cross-validated
The tables in the following subsections show an average
the classifier using datasets of wired and wireless traffic and of ten classification results for each experimental setting. The
investigated various features such as the 25th, 50th, 75th table only shows the traces from a single house, since our
percentiles of the inter-arrival time distribution at the receiver, observations in the single house are consistent with what
and the entropy of this distribution. We quantify classification we observed in experiments run at other locations. Each
accuracy using the true positive rate (TPR) and false positive dataset contained at least one thousand inter-arrival times. The
rate (FPR). TPR denotes the fraction of cases where the access inter-arrival times were produced by two successive full-sized
network type is classified as wired given that it is wired. FPR (1,460 bytes) TCP segments. But approximately 30% of the
denotes the fraction of cases when the access network type inter-arrival times in the Windows with an 8 KB send buffer
is classified as wired given that it is actually wireless. If the traces were observed to be transmissions of a burst of five
TPR were to be low, the classifier would wrongly argue for full-sized segments followed by a 892-byte TCP segment. The
accepting the false alibi of a wired user. If the FPR were to tables show averages of α, β and T values of ten datasets for
be high, the classifier would wrongly argue for not accepting wired and wireless access networks. The rows in the tables
a valid alibi (i.e., that the CP distributor actually did use a show the TPR and FPR when we used the 25th-percentiles and
wireless network). For our purposes here, we consider it as an the entropy of inter-arrival time distributions as features. Traces
acceptable result when the TPR is located between 0.9 and 1 1-3 and 5-7 show the results for a single full-rate flow with no
and the FPR is located between 0 and 0.1.
concatenation (very low values of β) or higher concatenation.
In this section, we describe the experimental procedure
for evaluating a decision tree (DT) classifier using the traces
described in Section IV. We present our empirical evaluation
of classification and verify our conjectures above regarding the
circumstances in which different classifiers would work well.

Traces 4, and 8 show the results for multiple-flows.
B. Evaluation results
Linux

Trace 1
Trace 2
Trace 3
Trace 4
wired wireless wired wireless wired wireless wired wireless
0.50
0.48
0.74
0.72
0.73
0.73
0.29
0.28
0.00
0.00
0.80
0.80
0.79
0.79
0.00
0.00
2.25
2.25
3.45
3.45
3.44
3.44
0.53
0.54
T (Mbps)
±0.05 ±0.05 ±0.05 ±0.05 ±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.00 ±0.01
Features
TPR
FPR
TPR
FPR
TPR
FPR
TPR
FPR
25th-percentile 1.0*
0.1*
0.7
0.1
0.7
0.1
1.0*
0.0*
entropy
0.6
0.1
0.9*
0.0*
0.5
0.1
0.0
0.0
α
β

Windows

Trace 5
Trace 6
Trace 7
Trace 8
wired wireless wired wireless wired wireless wired wireless
α
0.83
0.81
0.83
0.81
0.83
0.81
0.83
0.81
β
0.17
0.17
0.78
0.78
0.78
0.78
0.65
0.65
2.46
2.46
3.37
3.37
3.45
3. 45
0.89
0.86
T (Mbps)
±0.05 ±0.05 ±0.05 ±0.05 ±0.05 ±0.05 ±0.01 ±0.03
Features
TPR
FPR
TPR
FPR
TPR
FPR
TPR
FPR
25th-percentile 0.5
1.0
0.1
0.0
0.5
0.3
0.0
0.0
entropy
0.9
0.3
0.9*
0.1*
0.2
0.4
1.0*
0.1*

Wei et al. [14] classified sender network access types into
802.11b, Ethernet, land ow-bandwidth wired access using
cooperatively transmitted back-to-back UDP packet pairs
between sender and receiver. Like our work, Wei et al. took
measurements of packet inter-arrival times at the receiver.
However, unlike our work, they assume UDP packet pairs are
sent by a cooperative sender; instead we perform classification
without the target’s knowledge, using only (P2P application)
TCP traffic, with the sender potentially engaging in multiple
TCP sessions with multiple receivers. In subsequent work, Wei
et al. [12], [13] monitored ACK packets exiting a university
gateway and built a classifier for distinguishing between
Ethernet and 802.11b/g traffic. Gateway measurement is not
possible in our forensic setting, as this would violate the
Wiretap Act. In contrast, we are focused on measurements
taken from outside the source’s network domain.

Let us begin our discussion of DT classification results by
considering what we found to the most difficult classification
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
scenario as in [15]: classifying a single full-rate flow. Intuitively,
We proposed legal methods that use remotely measured
we might expect this to be the most challenging case, since
in this high throughput scenario, there are a large number of traffic to disambiguate wired and wireless residential medium
long bursts and minimal inter-burst-delay. In our discussions, access of a criminal in a practical forensic setting, leveraging
we distinguish between Linux and Windows used at A, since the difference in inter-arrival times in the wired and wireless
sometimes our classification results will differ based on the access networks. We justified our method’s legality based on US
OS type. Also, for the same send buffer size, we find that law and extensively considered the effect of unknown or hidden
Windows and Linux can generate quite different values of α factors in a forensic setting on classification performance. We
and β and that Windows consistently generates traffic with a identified 25th-percentile or entropy of inter-arrival times as the
best performing features and figured out when these features
non-negligible amount of concatenation.
Linux. Trace 1, a case with no concatenation, shows that worked reliably or poorly in diverse scenarios.
the 25th-percentile classifier worked well but that the entropy Acknowledgments: This research is supported by NSF awards CNSclassifier does not work well. Traces 2 and 3, cases with 0905349 and CNS-1040781.
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